There are 8 stops on this scavenger hunt. At each stop, you will find a letter (visible outside) to write down in the box on your map. When you have found all the letters, unscramble the magic word and write it down in the dashes at the bottom of this page. Once completed, bring this map into Cosentino's Market, 14 W 62 Terrace, through Sunday, November 1st, to receive a free* mini pumpkin. For extra fun, complete the activities at each location.

**ENTER TO WIN A LARGE PUMPKIN, CANDY, $25 BROOKSIDE GIFT CARD AND OTHER FUN PRIZES:** Post a selfie or photo of you and your kiddo on the Harvest Hunt trail to Facebook or Instagram, tag @BrooksideKansasCity, and include #BrooksideHarvestHunt.

*while supplies last, one per child, one per completed map